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As a step towards understanding pre-evolutionary organization in non-
genetic systems, we develop a model to investigate the emergence and
dynamics of proto-autopoietic networks in an interacting population of
simple information processing entities (automata). Our simulations indicate
that dynamically stable strongly connected networks of mutually producing
communication channels emerge under specific environmental conditions.
We refer to these distinct organizational steady states as information niches.
In each case, we measure the information content by the Shannon entropy,
and determine the fitness landscape, robustness and transition pathways for
information niches subjected to intermittent environmental perturbations
under non-evolutionary conditions. By determining the information required
to generate each niche, we show that niche transitions are only allowed if
accompanied by an equal or increased level of information production that
arises internally or via environmental perturbations that serve as an exogenous
source of population diversification. Overall, our simulations showhowproto-
autopoietic networks of basic information processors form and compete, and
underwhat conditions they persist over time or go extinct. These findingsmay
be relevant to understanding how inanimate systems such as chemically com-
municating protocells can initiate the transition to living matter prior to the
onset of contemporary evolutionary and genetic mechanisms.1. Introduction
Theoretical models that attempt to distinguish living from non-living systems,
such as Ga`nti’s chemoton [1,2] and Eigen & Schuster’s hypercycles [3], assume
the presence of replicative molecular machinery, and are constrained in their out-
look as they exclude the possibility of protolife behaviour under non-replicative,
non-evolutionary conditions [4]. By comparison, the theory of autopoiesis [5] pos-
tulates that a living system isdistinguishedbyanability to continuallyproduceand
maintain itself. As these systems properties are not necessarily contingent on the
presenceof a functioninggenetic apparatus, the studyof autopoiesismaybe critical
not only for understanding the transition from (geo)chemistry to protobiologyon a
pre-Darwinian/pre-genetic early Earth [6] but also for the laboratory-based
bottom-up design and construction of synthetic cellularity [7]. Previous compu-
tational models of autopoiesis have demonstrated properties such as spatial
boundary formation and self-repair in artificial chemistry systems [8–10], but a
major limitation of these simulations is their reliance on the pre-existence of an
ideal chemistry. While these abstract models have helped to demonstrate the
concept of autopoiesis, they do not address how such chemistries come into
existence, persist or compete for space, materials and energy under complex reac-
tion conditions. In contrast, other models of autopoiesis such as algorithmic
chemistry [11], algebraic chemistry [12] and matrix chemistry [13] do not specify
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entities to simulate the spontaneous formation of higher levels
of organization.
In recent years, an alternative prebiotic evolutionary
model, termed the finitary process soup [14], has been
advanced. It is a model based on binary communication chan-
nels and their interaction. The channels take a single bit as
input and produce a single bit as output. Since there is no sto-
chasticity, these are deterministic input–output automata [15].
Reproduction, in this model, is represented as an interaction
between two automata, with the potential of producing a
new automaton. Crutchfield and Gornerup [14,16] present a
detailed analysis of the structure and dynamics of this ‘soup’
of interacting automata. Interestingly, in this model, the emer-
gence of higher level organization occurs spontaneously. Out
of an initial set of 15 automata, subsets (networks) of mutually
producing automata emerge. These automata networks (also
called meta-machines) can be considered as self-producing,
autonomous information processing entities. As such, the fini-
tary process soup model represents a basic mechanism for
the emergence of autopoiesis in an interacting population.
While these findings contribute to the exploration of viable
pathways to autopoiesis, they do not specifically pursue the
question of how these networks form and compete, and why
some networks persist over time while others go extinct.
In this paper, we extend the finitary process soup model to
investigate the emergence of steady-state production networks
under fixed or intermittent environmental conditions gener-
ated by changes in the degree of mixing within and influx
rate into an interacting closed population of single-state auto-
mata. We find that different environmental conditions lead to
different stable combinations, or networks, of mutually produ-
cing automata.We call these networks information niches, and
we study their specific structural and dynamical properties.
The model shows a variety of behaviour, from a small subset
of mutually producing automata to a hierarchical network of
automata maintaining a stable population. This is quite sur-
prising, given that the model includes only the simplest
types of input–output automata.
Furthermore, we investigated the population of automata
under sudden environmental perturbations. We observed the
emergence of a fitness landscape in which information niches
are stable points, which the system can switch between upon
perturbation. These results show how proto-autopoietic net-
works of basic information processors form and compete, and
under what conditions they persist over time or go extinct.
Thus, our model represents a mechanism for the formation of
fitness landscapes under non-evolutionary conditions. These
findings may be relevant to understanding how inanimate sys-
tems such as chemically communicating protocells can initiate
the transition to livingmatter prior to the onset of contemporary
evolutionary and genetic mechanisms.2. Computational model and methods
2.1. Dynamics of information niches under fixed or
intermittent environmental conditions
We employed a previously described computational model
[14] to investigate the emergence of steady-state interacting
networks and their mutual dependency within a population
of interacting/replicating information processing automata.The initial population consisted of 15 types (T1 to T15)
of single-state automata that act as selective communica-
tion channels capable of receiving information from a binary
alphabet (A ¼ f0,1g), processing the inputs using between
one and four switching/non-switching binary transitions,
and emitting the corresponding output in the form of a func-
tional composition in which the sequential processing of the
output from one automaton acts as the input for another
(figure 1). In the original studies [14], these input–output auto-
mata were treated as a special category of finite-state
transducers referred to as 1-machines.
Significantly, the replicating population was composition-
ally closed because the binary interactions between various
single-state automatawere unable to generate information com-
munication channels outside the original set of 15 members.
An environmental context was imposed on the interacting
automata by initially distributing equal numbers of the 15
types randomly across a square lattice G of n  n sites with
each site occupied by an individual single-state automaton to
give a population size ofN ¼ n2 ¼ 90 000, whichwas then repli-
cated iteratively using functional composition (figure 1b). The
production of automata proceeded by randomly selecting a lat-
tice site Gi,jwhose occupying automaton (Td) may ormay not be
replaced by a new type Tc depending on the competition
between the environmental influx and internal production
dynamics (figure 2). The probabilities that Tc is a randomly gen-
erated automaton entering from the external environment or
alternatively derived from the functional composition of two
neighbouring automata were given by F and 12 F, respect-
ively. Production of Tc by either option replaced Td, which was
subsequently removed from the population to maintain a con-
stant value for N. This constraint generated a survival selective
pressure between different types of automata, which must be
continually produced to prevent depletion from the population.
The production process was iterated for up to 1  107 time
steps to simulate the emergence of a number of distinct infor-
mation niches. Changes in the structure and composition of
the population were observed with increasing numbers of iter-
ations, and this was captured at each time step by updating the
frequency distribution ( f ) of the information processing types
present in the emerging community. The following differential
equation described the changes in f on each time step [17]:
dfc
dt
¼ ð1 fcÞ
X
TaTb¼Tc
fafb  fc
X
Ta  Tb = Tc
Ta  Tb = T0
fafb, ð2:1Þ
where Ta,Tb are the interactingmachines, Tc is the new automa-
ton produced from that interaction and fa, fb, fc are their
normalized frequencies of occurrence in the population. T0 is
the transitionless automaton that represented an unsuccessful
interaction and was prohibited in the population. Equation
(2.1) determines two factors: (i) the probability of adding the
automaton Tc is equal to the probability of selecting two neigh-
bours Ta and Tb that produce Tc multiplied by the probability
that the automaton that is being replaced (Td) is not the same
as Tc and (ii) the probability of neither Tc nor T0 being pro-
duced. The invariant frequency distribution of machine types
can therefore be determined by solving df=dt ¼ 0. Here, dis-
crete time is a good approximation for continuous time as
only one lattice location is updated on each time step and so
for large N (our minimum value for N is 90 000) this leads to
a small change in the overall frequency distribution of all
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation showing a compositionally closed
population of 15 types of single-state automata (T ). The population includes
four members that are capable of only one transition (T1, T2, T4, T8), along
with six (T3, T5, T6, T9, T10, T12), four (T7, T11, T13, T14) and one (T15) that
exhibit two, three and four transitions, respectively. The binary numbers
on the curved arrows on the top or bottom of the circles indicate the various
possible transitions; for example, T3 operates only with an input signal of 0,
transducing this to either 0 (non-switched output) or 1 (switched output)
with 50% probability in each case. (b) Scheme showing an example of
the functional composition of two machines (described by the non-commu-
tative equation, T2 + T13, where + is the functional composition operator) to
generate T10. The three outputs from T13 are received with equal probability
and transformed by T2 to produce T10, which inherits the input domain from
T13 and the output range of T2. The number of possible unique binary inter-
actions (207) is described by an interaction network (G) in the form of a
jTj  jTj matrix; all functional compositions are members of the set of
15 types producing a compositionally closed population of interacting
machines. Unsuccessful interactions between machines create the transition-
less machine T0, which is prohibited in our model of an interacting
community.
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Figure 2. Graphic illustrating the computational model for generating
internal production dynamics in a square lattice of nxn sites comprising
single-state automata of type T [17]. The lattice has periodic boundary con-
ditions, i.e. a regular toroid topology, and, as such, an automaton in the top
two rows of the lattice can interact with automata directly opposite it in the
bottom two rows of the lattice and vice versa. The same condition applies to
an automaton on the left edge and right edge of the lattice. Spatial mixing
also occurs in the same manner. An automaton (Td) on lattice site Gi,j is
chosen at random for replacement by functional composition involving
types (Ta,Tb) selected from the sites (1,2,3,4) adjacent to Td. Only one pair
of neighbours from the two possible pairwise combinations (1,3 or 2,4) is
selected to interact according to the non-commutative equation Tb + Ta,
where the order of the interacting pair is selected randomly according to
an equal probability of 1/4. If the functional composition generates a new
automaton (Tc), this replaces Td at lattice position Gi,j, which is subsequently
removed from the population. If no interaction occurs, then a transitionless
machine T0 is generated such that Td is not replaced and remains on the
lattice site. The new population is then subjected to different levels of spatial
mixing.
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sible on each time step, which is consistent with a well-mixed
environment with no influx of automata.
Spatial mixing occurred within the population during
replication by randomly selecting a lattice site and exchanging
the residing automaton with another type positioned on adifferent lattice site along one of the cardinal directions at a dis-
tance d selected from a one-dimensional Gaussian distribution
with variance v and mean ¼ 0 and rounding d to the nearest
corresponding lattice site. This was repeated for c numbers of
different sites per production time step. The combination of c
and v approximated diffusion within the replicating popu-
lation such that when c! N and v! n the population was
well mixed, while for c! 0 and v! 0 the population of auto-
maton had very low mobility [17]. To simulate the coupling of
the replicating population to changes in an external environ-
ment, randomly generated automaton types replace
randomly selected automata in the population at time t with
a probability given by F, where 0  F  1. With F ¼ 0, no
random replacement occurred and population dynamics
were driven entirely by the composition of existing automata.
We refer to the process of random replacement as influx to
convey the notion of the movement of externally generated
automata into the population. In contrast, with F ¼ 1, the
population dynamics were determined entirely by randomly
generated automata entering the lattice from the external
environment [14]. Twenty-five combinations of the spatial
mixing (c, v) and influx dynamics (F) parameters were used
to simulate a range of fixed environmental conditions to
assess the impact on the production dynamics of the automa-
ton population and the emergence of the information niches.
We investigated the effect of intermittent changes in the
environmental parameters on the robustness and transition
pathways of the information niches to map the fitness land-
scape. For this, the following modifications in environmental
conditions were imposed once a steady-state niche was
attained: (i) inversion of the spatial mixing parameter such
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produced are imposed, e.g. if a niche was formed in a well-
mixed environment then the environmental conditions were
reset to simulate a highly restricted movement of the automata
(c, v ¼ 0); (ii) inversion of the influx setting of new machines
into the lattice, e.g. if a niche was produced in the absence of
any influx of automata (F ¼ 0) then this parameter was reset
to 0, F  1; (iii) simultaneous perturbations associated with
modifications (i) and (ii); (iv) introduction of a type-restricted
influx (F0) of automata that were randomly selected from the
specified subset of automaton types (T6,T7,T9,T11,T13,T14);
and (v) simultaneous perturbations associated with modifi-
cations (i) and (iv). Perturbations on the initially produced
steady-state niche were undertaken for a minimum of 1  106
iterations, which was usually sufficient for the population to
reconfigure into a new steady-state conformation. The pertur-
bations were then removed by resetting the environmental
parameters back to their original values, and changes to
the population structure recorded. Consequently, the original
( primary) niche was re-created or a new (secondary) niche was
established by perturbing the primary niche.2.2 Structure and dynamics of information niches
2.2.1. Quantifying niche structure, diversity and the minimum
information required for niche generation
The distribution of automaton types in a given population was
structurally defined, andwas responsible for the range of poss-
ible interactions. Changes in population structure, and the
consequent diversity of interactions available, was quantified
at each time step using the interaction network complexity
(Cm(G)), which measured the amount of information required
to describe the probability that each interaction could occur
in the population contingent on the current structure of the
population [14],
CmðGÞ ¼ 
X
fa ,fb ,fc.0
vcab
V
log2
vcab
V
, ð2:2Þ
where
vcab ¼
fafb, if Tc¼ Tb  Ta has occurred
0, otherwise,

V ¼ Svc is a normalizing factor and fa, fb are the proportion of
automaton types a and b in the population, respectively.
Equation (2.2) determines the likelihood of an interaction occur-
ring to produce Tc from the concentration of automata
exhibiting the required functional composition. As the popu-
lation evolves, some automaton types became extinct while
others became more populous. As a consequence, automata
produced by types that were increasing in concentration were
more likely to be produced than those that were dependent on
types that had become extinct. Such dynamics were reflected
in the complexity of the interaction network, which reduced
when some automaton types became extinct. Given that only
onenewautomatonwasproduced at each time step, every inter-
action that occurred was competing with all other potential
interactions. Subsequently, the probability of a specific inter-
action occurring was contrasted against the sum of the
probability of all other possible interactions, as given by the nor-
malization termV. The probability of an interaction occurring to
generate an automatonwas the sum of the normalized frequen-
cies of those automata responsible for its production. Thisnormalized probability was calculated for each machine type
in the population to yield a probability distribution. The infor-
mation entropy of this probability distribution then yielded
the interaction network complexity Cm(G). As such, calculating
Cm(G) provided a signature of the structure of the population at
a given moment in time, and, when compared with the initial
unstructured compositionally homogeneous population at the
start of a simulation, provided a quantitative measure of the
reduction in information entropy (or, conversely, the amount
of order that was being created within the population) as the
network system evolved into a niche.
Quantifying the minimum information required for niche
generation was undertaken by defining the production
threshold as a measure of the information required to describe
the minimum number and type of automata that were required
to be produced to create a niche. The production threshold for a
niche was determined by calculating the Shannon entropy (H )
of the frequency distribution (X ) of each automaton type that
would need to be produced within a given population,
HðXÞ ¼ 
XjTj
i¼1
xilog2xi, ð2:3Þ
where xi is the proportion of interactions in the population that
produce automaton type i andT is the set of all automaton types.
Theproduction threshold differed between niches depending on
the number of constituent automata, with lower values for those
niches in which not all automaton types were present. We used
this measure to compare the information required to transition
between niches, elucidate how the niches transitioned in
response to perturbations in environmental conditions
and explain why some niches were more robust than others.
In general, the production threshold and interaction network
complexity were complementary. The former quantified the
information required to generate a niche, whereas the latter
quantified the information required to describe a niche after it
had evolved to a steady-state distribution, and any interactions
that remained between the automata.2.2.2. Identifying strongly connected production networks
Even in a relatively simple population of interacting entities the
number of possible networks that describe all possible
sequences of interactions can be significant. Identifying and
examining all such sub-networks within a given population
was used to identify specific networks responsible for self-
organization of the population into a niche. One of the drivers
of self-organizing behaviour was nonlinearity caused by
positive feedback loops in the system [18], and this was mani-
fested in an interaction network as a strongly connected cyclic
topology [19,20]. We developed an algorithm to identify and
categorize any sub-network structures in the interaction
network (G) that had the motif of a strongly connected network,
i.e. whereby a subset of automatamutually produce each other:
begin
W : The set of all possible combinations of sub-networks
for each w in W
create adjacency matrix A for w where Ai are outgoing edges
and Aj are incoming edges
if SUM(Ai)  2 AND SUM(Aj)  2 for EACH node in w
then add w to S
end
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combinations (W ) of automaton interactions partitioned into
many sub-networks (w) ranging in size from two to 15 automa-
ton types. An adjacencymatrix (A) was generated for each sub-
network to describe the associated topology as a directed
graph [21] with nodes and directed edges indicative of an indi-
vidual automaton type and which automata interact to
produce other automaton types, respectively. The adjacency
matrix of each sub-network was tested for the characteristic
of mutual production between members (i.e. a cycle), whereby
each automaton (node) in the sub-network must have: (i) a
minimum in-degree of two edges, implying that it is produced
byat least one interaction of automata in the sub-network apart
from with itself (self-replication), and (ii) a minimum out-
degree of two edges, implying that the automaton produces
one other automaton apart from itself within the sub-network.
A sub-network was considered to be a candidate for a strongly
connected network only if all constituent automata fulfil these
criteria. The set of candidate strongly connected networks (S)
was then examined for dynamic stability.
2.2.3. Determining dynamically stable networks
To identify dynamically stable networks we numerically
solved df=dt ¼ 0 of equation (2.1) for each strongly connected
network (S) identified in the interaction network (G). All sub-
networks in S were examined for dynamic stability and the
automaton types in the numerical simulation were restricted
to those present in the sub-network under consideration.
Networks whose production dynamics resulted in extinction
of any of the constituent members, or which created new
information processors that were not original members of
the network, were deemed unstable.3. Results
3.1. Emergence and properties of primary information
niches under fixed environmental conditions
Twenty-five environments were simulated by setting unique
combinations of the spatial mixing (c, v) and influx dynamics
(F) parameters in the range of 0  c  N, 0  v  n and 0 
F  1 for an evolving population of 90 000 interacting automata
distributed equally across 15 different types. The emergence of
steady-state network configurations (information niches) under
fixed environmental conditions typically required between 1 
106 and 1  107 iterations. After every iteration, the changes in
frequency ( f ) of each automaton type were determined until
steady-state conditions were attained. Significantly, six distinct
primary information niches (A–F) comprising strongly con-
nected components of self-producing communication channel
networks were obtained (figure 3).
3.1.1. Influence of spatial mixing and non-diffusivity
Niche A consisted of a steady-state network of nine automata
that emerged from a well-mixed population (1  c  N, 1 
v  n) in the absence of an influx of randomly generated auto-
mata (F ¼ 0). Six automata became extinct (T6, T7, T9, T11, T13,
T14) and the remaining nine types differentiated into three
distinct clusters exhibiting no growth (T1, T2, T4, T8), slow
growth (T3, T5, T10, T12) and fast growth (T15), all of which
reached steady-state frequencies after t ¼ 4  105 time steps
(figure 3a). T15 was produced from 35 interactions and wastherefore the most frequently produced automaton. In com-
parison, automaton types in the slow and no growth clusters
were generated from 21 or 15 interactions, respectively,
while those that became extinct were produced from only
eight interactions involving the (T7, T11, T13, T14) (six inter-
actions) and (T6, T9) (two interactions) sub-groups.
Interestingly, extinction of the six automata resulted in a drastic
reduction in the number of interactions in the population from
207 to 63 interactions, which were then responsible for produ-
cing each of the remaining automata at an equal rate
(seven interactions per automaton) and establishing steady-
state conditions within the population.
In contrast, simulations of the population production
dynamics under fixed conditions of no spatial mixing (c ¼ 0,
v ¼ 0) and no randomly generated influx (F ¼ 0) produced
niche B, which comprised a four-automaton steady-state net-
work consisting of types T1, T2, T4, and T8 (figure 3b). The
population dynamics initially mirrored those observed for a
well-mixed environment (niche A), but then exhibited a
major transition at t ¼ 2  105 after which the initial growth
of T15 and the (T3, T5, T10, T12) group was replaced by a rapid
decrease in their frequency such that these automata became
extinct after approximately 3  106 iterations. As a conse-
quence, the (T1, T2, T4, T8) group, which exhibited no growth
in a well-mixed environment (niche A), differentiated into
fast growing and non-growing populations of T2 and T4, and
T1 and T8, respectively, with the (T2, T4) pair occupying
approximately 85% of the final population of niche B produced
in the absence of spatial mixing. Under these conditions, inter-
actions between the automata were spatially restricted such
that short-range interactions dominated the population
dynamics. As a consequence, two mechanisms were respon-
sible for the fast growth of T2 and T4 in niche B: (i)
independent interactions between T2 or T4 with a range of
other automata gave rise to self-replication, or alternatively
to production of T1 and T8, which subsequently interacted
with various other automata to generate T2 and T4 and
(ii) local concentrations of T2 and T4 produced a spatial cluster
(defined as a contiguous square area of the lattice consisting of
nine T2 or T4 automata), which acted as a nucleation domain
for protected outgrowth.3.1.2. Influence of influx dynamics
Having simulated the influence of spatial mixing and non-
diffusivity on niche formation, we next investigated the effect
of introducing an influx of randomly generated automata
into an interacting population of automata under a range of
mixing conditions. In the presence of both spatial mixing and
significant influx dynamics (0  c  N, 0  v  n and 0.25 
F  0.9), the emerging steady-state population (niche C) was
structured similarly to niche A except that the (T6, T7, T9, T11,
T13, T14) group no longer became extinct (figure 3c). As a con-
sequence, all 15 automaton types survived to produce a
heterogeneous population structure comprising four steady-
state clusters consisting of (T6, T7, T9, T11, T13, T14) with a
decreased frequency, (T1, T2, T4, T8) with constant frequency,
and (T3, T5, T10, T12) and T15, which exhibited slow and fast
growth, respectively. In contrast, simulations of the population
production dynamics under spatial mixing (0  c  N, 0  v 
n) andwith a very high influx of randomly generated automata
(0.9, F  1; niche D) indicated that under these conditions
the population dynamics were dominated by the influx
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Figure 3. Plots of frequency distributions ( f ) against iteration time step (t) for interacting populations of automata under different simulated fixed environmental
conditions. The simulations show the evolution of six distinct information niches comprising steady-state networks of selected and clustered information processing
channels from an interacting population consisting of 90 000 single-state automata distributed at t ¼ 0 equally across 15 different types (shown in different colours)
and subjected to three different environment inputs. (a) Niche A: population production dynamics in an environment with high spatial mixing of automata (1  c  N,
1  v  n) and with no influx of randomly generated automata (F ¼ 0) showing extinction of six automaton types and the emergence of a steady-state distribution of
nine survival types arranged into three distinct clusters with one, four or four members after t ¼ 4  105 time steps. (b) Niche B: extinction and steady-state survival of
11 and four binary automaton types, respectively, under a highly immobile environment exhibiting no diffusivity (c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0) and no randomly generated influx
(F ¼ 0). The survivors are arranged in three sub-groups containing one, one or two members. (c) Niche C: population production dynamics across a range of
mixing conditions (0  c  N, 0  v  n) and subjected to a considerable rate of influx of randomly generated automata (0.25  F  0.9). All automaton
types survive to produce a heterogeneous population structure comprising four steady-state clusters consisting of one, four, four and six members. The population
is structured similarly to niche A except that six members no longer become extinct. (d ) Niche D: under all mixing conditions (0  c  N, 0  v  n) and withF
. 0.9 the population dynamics are dominated by the influx of new randomly generated automata from the environment such that the population remains unstruc-
tured and compositionally homogeneous over 1  105 iterations. (e) Niche E: with no diffusive mixing on the lattice (c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0) and with a very low influx rate
(0 , F, 0.1); the population is structurally similar to niche B except that three sub-groups of automaton types ((T15), (T3,T5,T10,T12) and (T6,T7,T9,T11,T13,T14)) no
longer go extinct. ( f ) Niche F: with restricted automaton influx (F0 ¼ 0.25) and under a range of mixing conditions (0  c  N, 0  v  n) the population
evolves to three groups of automata (T15), (T6,T7,T9,T11,T13,T14) and (T3,T5,T10,T12), with the group (T1,T2,T4,T8) going extinct.
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional map of the interaction network complexity Cm(G) against environmental parameters (c, v, F) showing the information niche land-
scape. The information niches reside at different levels of Cm(G). Note the prevalence of niche C. Niche F, which is produced under compositionally restricted influx
(F0 ¼ 0.25), is not shown. There is little sensitivity to changes in the interaction network complexity measured for a wide range of values for c and v. In general,
spatial mixing has a mild effect on population structure, and given that the interaction network complexity is contingent on structure, results in minor changes to
the interaction network complexity.
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had no memory of previous interactions, and therefore
remained unstructuredwith a composition uniformly distribu-
ted over all 15 automaton types even over 1  105 iterations
(figure 3d ). We simulated the population production
dynamics under conditions of no diffusivemixing on the lattice
(c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0) and with a very low influx rate (0, F, 0.1).
The resulting niche E was structurally similar to niche B
(c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0; F ¼ 0) but showed no automaton extinctions.
Finally, we simulated the population dynamics under a
type-restricted influx (F0 ¼ 0.25) comprising randomly gener-
ated automata drawn from a specified subset of automaton
types (T6, T7, T9, T11, T13, T14). This specific subset was
chosen as it represented the automaton types that were most
frequently depleted from the population, or in the case of
nichesA andB became extinct. Thus, by restricting the environ-
mental influx to this subset, we not only increased their
concentration in the environment but also increased the prob-
ability that an automaton type from this subset would be
re-introduced into the population during the simulation. As a
consequence, rapid decay and extinction of (T1, T2, T4, T8),
slow decay and extinction of (T3, T5, T10, T12) and rapid
growth of T15 were observed to produce niche F. Niche F was
structured into two groups consisting of a dominant automa-
ton (T15) that occupied 70% of the population, along with a
constant concentration of the (T6, T7, T9, T11, T13, T14) cluster,
which was sustained by the limited influx dynamics into the
lattice. Significantly, T15 exhibited rapid growth because it
was the only automaton produced (via eight interactions) by
the restricted subset of influx automata (T6, T7, T9, T11, T13,
T14), and was the only self-replicator in the population.
3.1.3. Niche landscape and niche construction
Niche C was predominant across a wide range of fixed con-
ditions of spatial mixing and random influx, indicating thatthe network constellation producing the distinctive four clus-
ters was extremely robust. In contrast, niches A and D were
produced under a limited set of conditions (1  c  N, 1 
v  n; F ¼ 0 and 0  c  N, 0  v  n; F. 0.9, respectively),
and B represented a singularity at c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0; F ¼ 0. The cor-
responding information landscape was mapped by plotting
the interaction network complexity values (Cm(G)) for niches
produced under different environmental conditions (figure 4).
A niche with a higher interaction network complexity has
more interactions and a more uniform distribution of auto-
mata and hence there is more uncertainty over what the next
automaton to be produced will be. By contrast, there is less
uncertainty in a lower complexity niche for the opposite
reasons, i.e. fewer possible interactions and a non-uniform
population and therefore more certainty over which automata
are likely to be produced. An alternative interpretation is that
more complex niches host a greater degree of competition
between automata to reproduce due to each automaton
having a lower probability of being produced than an automa-
ton in a less complex niche (as measured by a lower interaction
network complexity).
The initially unstructured and uniformly distributed popu-
lation at t ¼ 0 had a Cm(G) value of 7.7 bits that represented all
207 possible interactions, and this reduced to 5.8 bits for niche
A (63 interactions) and to 2.6 bits for niche B (eight inter-
actions), indicative of higher levels of structuration
particularly for niche B. In contrast, the Cm(G) value for niche
C was 7.0 bits, which represented all 207 interactions and a
small decrease in complexity (20.7 bits) due to structuring of
the population into four clusters. As niche D contained no
changes in the frequency distribution of the original popu-
lation, the Cm(G) value remained at 7.7 bits. Niche E, which
had a similar spatial lattice structure to niche B but with
inclusion of all automaton types in the population, had a
Cm(G) value of 6 bits. This represented all 207 possible
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niche B, respectively. In general, the rates of formation of the
information niches were decreased as the rate of spatial
mixing decreased and/or the influx rate of new randomly gen-
erated automata increased. For example, growth of the (T2, T4)
group in niche Bwas reduced as 0, F  0.1 and disappeared
with 0.1, F  1. This indicated that increasing the number of
automaton types persisting in the population due to a continu-
ous influx from the environment (F. 0) destabilized the onset
of structuration and the concomitant emergence of steady-state
networks. In contrast, at F ¼ 0, 11 automaton types became
extinct in niche B, which reduces the robustness of the network
with respect to its ability to self-generate.
We executed an algorithm to identify interaction net-
works in a one-state automaton population that had
strongly connected topologies characteristic of mutual pro-
duction. The algorithm generated 7831 interaction networks
ranging in size from two to 15 automata and exhibiting
different levels of specialism (figure 5a–d). A subset of 129
networks was identified as strongly connected, implying
that they were closed under composition. Of these, 29 were
dynamically stable, i.e. under dynamical conditions each
automaton in the network continued to be produced at a
rate that no single automaton was over-produced (leading
to complete dominance) or under-produced (leading to
decay and ultimately extinction) within the population.
Such networks are similar to meta-machines [16], and
endured indefinitely unless subjected to changes in the
environmental conditions that disrupted the population
dynamics. Of the 29 closed and stable networks, niche A
(high spatial mixing (1  c  N, 1  v  n) and no intake
dynamics (F ¼ 0)) contained 28 (the closed and stable net-
work fT6, T9g became extinct with time), while niche B
with no lattice diffusion and no random influx (c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0;
F ¼ 0) contained only one. In contrast, niche C, which
emerged under a wide range of population mixing and
influx conditions (0  c  N, 0  v  n; 0.25  F  0.9), con-
tained all 29 dynamically stable strongly connected
networks. As expected, niche D produced under high levels
of spatial mixing (0  c  N, 0  v  n) and very high
influx (F. 0.9) did not contain any stable networks.
We also searched for stable networks of production that
were not only closed under composition but also irreducible.
Production networks were irreducible if removal of one auto-
maton resulted in dynamic instability that led to the decay of
the network to a single automaton. Of the 29 dynamically
stable networks, a subset of 12 networks termed elementary
networkswas identified as being closed, stable and irreducible
(figure 5e). Niches A, B, C and D contained 11, 1, 12 and 0
elementary networks and niches E and F contained 12 and
0 elementary networks, respectively. Significantly, there was
an association between niches with a higher number of
elementary networks and their persistence across a range of
environmental conditions, e.g. niches A and C collectively
occupied approximately 75% of the information landscape
(figure 4). While this was not a universal finding—niche E
occurred only once and this was due to its formation exclu-
sively in a low influx and low diffusive environment—it
did suggest a degree of robustness conferred on a niche cour-
tesy of the presence of more than one elementary network.
The presence of the elementary network fT6,T9g in niche C
was a direct consequence of the influx of randomly generated
automata from the environment as this elementary networkdid not persist in the absence of any influx (niche A). Signifi-
cantly, information niche A was constructed from a
hierarchical organization in which the successive combination
of elementary networks (level 0) produced intermediate net-
works (level 1), which in turn were integrated and embedded
in a higher-order structure (level 2) (figure 5f ). There were 15
construction pathways by which the higher-order network
produced niche A, with each pathway the result of a unique
combination of elementary and intermediate networks. Each
network in the hierarchical organization was closed and dyna-
mically stable. In contrast, niche B with a single elementary
network was non-hierarchical.
The pathway to niche C involved the same elementary net-
works as niche A, except that in the presence of an influx of
randomly generated automata (0, F  0.9) the group (T6,
T7, T9, T11, T13, T14) became organized into strongly connected
networks that were dynamically unstable, and were therefore
not part of the network hierarchy. Significantly, niches A and
C consisted of automata that were each produced by at least
two elementary networks, indicating a level of redundancy
in the organization (figure 5f ); for example, deconstruction of
niche A indicated that the redundancy at level 1 involved
decomposition of the intermediate networks into a subset of
six (fT1, T3g, fT1, T5g, fT3, T12g, fT5, T10g, fT8, T10g, fT8,
T12g) of the total of 12 elementary networks.
3.2. Dynamics of information niches under
environmental perturbations
To investigate the influence of environmental perturbations
on the robustness and possible transitions of the primary
information niches we simulated the response in the popu-
lation dynamics to intermittent changes in the parameters c,
v, F and F0 (figure 6). These parameters were varied to simu-
late five types of perturbation that were imposed on each
primary niche (niches A–F): (i) switching of lattice diffusivity
to a value opposite to that initially associated with niche for-
mation; (ii) switching of the influx rate to one of four possible
values (F ¼ 0, 0, F, 0.1, 0.1  F  0.9 and 0.9, F  1),
which in each case corresponded to a parameter opposite to
that initially associated with niche formation; (iii) application
of (i) and (ii) concurrently; (iv) restricting the influx compo-
sition from a random selection of 15 automaton types to a
confined group of six specified automata (T6, T7, T9, T11,
T13, T14) at a rate F0 ¼ 0.25; and (v) application of (i) and
(iv) concurrently. In general, the results indicated that impos-
ing environmental perturbations on the primary niches
produces transformations in the internal structure of the
population through the growth or decay in various automa-
ton types, which under certain conditions (introducing
diffusive mixing into niche B/E or removing influx into
niche F ) generated two new secondary niches (niche X and
niche Y ). We then perturbed these secondary niches by re-
setting the environmental parameters to those initially used
for the formation of the associated primary niche to assess
the reversibility of the niche transitions across the information
landscape (figure 6c–d).
In total, 39 transitions between six primary niches and two
secondary niches were identified (figure 6e). In some cases, the
transitions were unidirectional. For example, niches A and C
were established after 7.5  105 iterations under well-
mixed conditions with no or low intake dynamics (c ¼ N, v ¼
n; F ¼ 0 or c ¼ N, v ¼ n; F ¼ 0.08), respectively, and then
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Figure 5. (a–d) Examples of the different types of network topologies generated from all combinations of interactions between automata in order of increasing spe-
cialism. (a) The most general topology (7702 identified types). The topology consists of a directed network in which each node represents an automaton and edges
(arrows) signify that the automaton is involved in the production of the automaton positioned at the termination of the edge. For example, automata T2 and T10 interact
to produce T7, which interacts with T10 to produce T5. In this example, the algorithm identifies the three networks fT2, T7, T10g, fT5, T7, T10g and fT2, T5, T7, T10g. (b)
Network with apparent strongly connected components (100 identified types), indicating that the constituent automata mutually produce each other; however, over time
automata are also produced outside of the network (dashed arrows leading from T11 and T14), or the system becomes dynamically unstable because of competition within
the same network that leads to extinction of one or more of its members. Edges with double arrows indicate that the connected automata are involved in producing each
other. (c) Example of a strongly connected network (17 identified types) that only produces automata within the network, is dynamically stable and can be reduced into
smaller sub-networks. (d ) Example of a strongly connected network (12 identified types) that is dynamically stable and irreducible (elementary networks). A curved arrow
indicates that the automaton is involved in its own production. (e) All 12 elementary networks of a one-state automaton population. Some automata are produced by more
than one network and this is highlighted for T3 (green boxes). Multiple pathways to producing the same automaton (redundancy) confers a degree of robustness to the
continued production of an automation even if an elementary network decays due to the extinction of one of its constituents. By comparison, T6 and T9 are only produced
by one elementary network and these automata often become extinct. Niche A consists of all elementary networks except fT6, T9g; niche B consists of only one network
fT1, T2, T4, T8g; and niche C consists of all of the elementary networks. ( f ) An example of a pathway to the bottom-up hierarchical construction of niche A based on the
integration of three elementary networks (level 0) that combine to form two larger networks (level 1), which become embedded at level 2. Note that T15 is only produced
when the level 1 networks are combined. Double arrows indicate that the associated automata are involved in producing each other and curved arrows indicate an
automaton that is involved in self-production.
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diffusivity to zero (c ¼ 0, v ¼ 0). As a consequence, over
1.25 106 iterations niches B and E emerged in eachpopulation, respectively, with T15 experiencing a rapid decay
while T2, T4 underwent fast growth. Once niches B or E were
fully established,we re-adjusted the parameters to their original
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Figure 6. Plots of frequency distributions ( f ) against iteration time step (t) showing the population dynamics when subjected to intermittent and extreme changes in
environmental conditions (red text). (a) Primary information niche A was established after 1  106 iterations, and then the lattice diffusivity reduced to zero. Niche B
emerged within 5  106 iterations and subsequently resetting the parameters to their original values formed a new secondary niche X, which was distinguished by two
groups of automata (T1,T2, T4, T8) and (T3, T5, T10, T12). (b) Similarly, primary niche C was established after 1  106 iterations and then the lattice diffusivity reduced to zero
leading to the reversible emergence of niche E after 5  106 iterations; resetting the parameters to their original values re-created niche C. (c) Formation of the secondary
niche X; niche B formed after 3  106 iterations and then the lattice diffusivity was increased for 2  106 iterations to generate niche X after which the perturbation was
removed and the population transitioned back to niche B. (d ) Primary niche F was established under type-restricted automaton influx (F0 ¼ 0.25), and then the popu-
lation perturbed by removing the intake restriction to produce the homogenized secondary niche Y comprising the self-replicator T15; resetting the parameters led to the
reverse transition back to niche F. (e) Information niche transition diagram; each box represents a niche and the associated environmental parameters indicate the con-
ditions under which the information niche forms, and the production threshold of the niche in binary digits. Arrows between niches indicate possible transitions and
whether they are irreversible (red single arrows) or reversible (blue double arrows). Niche D is a special case as it represents an unstructured, uniformly distributed
population, which can be produced from perturbing all primary and secondary niches by setting F ¼ 1.
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Niche Cwas re-established within 1  106 iterations, indicating
that the C to E transition was reversible across the information
landscape under the imposed environmental conditions,
while niche A was not re-established from niche B. Instead,
nicheB transitioned into a newniche (nicheX ), which consisted
of eight automaton types clustered into two groups (T1, T2, T4,
T8) and (T3, T5, T10, T12) (figure 6a,b). Secondary niche X was
also produced from niche E by introducing lattice diffusivity
into the simulations. Increasing the number of long-range inter-
actionswithin the highly structuredpopulations of nichesB and
E eliminated the T2 and T4 domains such that the production
dynamics were dominated by the elementary network fT1,
T2, T4, T8g, which produced each of its members with equal
probability. This led to a transient period with a reduction in
the number of T2 and T4 automata and corresponding increase
in the number of T1 and T8 automata until a new steady state
was reached after approximately 5  105 iterations (figure 6c).
SecondarynicheYwasgeneratedbyperturbationof primary
niche F, which was produced under restricted influx conditions
(F0 ¼ 0.25) via switching off the partial influx of new automata
(F0 ¼ 0) (figure 6d). Under the new environmental conditions,
the T15 frequency, which comprised approximately 70% of the
population of niche F, increased rapidly to almost 100% in
niche Y to produce a homogenized population. This was princi-
pally because (i) T15 could be generated from 21 interactions
including a high level of self-replication and (ii) the clusters
(T7, T11, T13, T14) and (T6, T9) were each produced from only
six and two interactions, respectively, and collectively did not
form a closed and stable network of production.
The production threshold was calculated for each niche
and the loss or gain of information between niches under-
going reversible or non-reversible transitions examined. As
shown in figure 6e, the production threshold of primary
niches C, D and E was 3.6 bits, niche A was 3.1 bits, and
niches F and B was 3 bits and 2 bits, respectively. The pro-
duction thresholds for the secondary niches X and Y were 2
and 2.2 bits, respectively. As the production threshold relates
to how much information is required for a niche to persist via
the continual production of certain automata, in general tran-
sitions within the niche landscape occurred when there was a
reduction or no significant change in the information content.
However, transitions that resulted in a loss of information
and a subsequent reduction in the production threshold of
the population were irreversible unless sufficient information
was added from the environment. For example, niche A (3.1
bits; 0, c  N, 0, v  n; F ¼ 0) transitioned to niche B by
setting the lattice diffusivity to zero (c, v ¼ 0), which resulted
in a reduced information content (2 bits) because extinction of
T15 reduced the number of possible interactions in niche B.
Re-setting the parameters to enable lattice diffusivity (0, c
 N, 0, v  n; F ¼ 0) did not re-establish niche A because
increasing spatial mixing did not provide additional infor-
mation content (T15 was irredeemably lost from the
population). Instead, niche B transitioned into niche X (2 bits)
that had the same information content as nicheB but a different
steady-state configuration. Indeed, the only way to re-gain lost
information was through an influx of automata from outside
the population by increasing the F parameter. Thus, the tran-
sition from niche C (0, c  N, 0, v  n; 0, F, 0.9) to B
(c, v ¼ 0;F ¼ 0) was reversible because the initial perturbation
step was linked with a reduction of information from 3.6 to 2
bits (figure 6e), and the return pathway associated withan increase in new information due to the re-established
environmental influx of automata.
Based on the above analysis, the robustness of each niche
within the information landscape was observed to be depen-
dent on the environmental conditions under which it was
formed, and the nature of any subsequent perturbations. In par-
ticular, niches that were generated under zero influx conditions
resulted in the extinction of six (T6, T7, T9, T11, T13, T14) of the 15
types of automata, while all the automaton types were retained
in niches constructed under high influx conditions. Robust
niches such as niches C, D, E and F could recover from any
type ofperturbation, andwere associatedwith high information
environments characterized by the presence of lattice diffusivity
(0, c  N, 0, v  n) and some environmental influx (0,
F, 0.9). Conversely, niches that were less robust were pro-
duced in low information environments characterized by zero
diffusivity (c, v ¼ 0) and no influx of automata (F ¼ 0).4. Conclusion
We have examined a self-producing system in a pre-evolution-
ary/pre-genetic scenario by extending the finitary process soup
model [14] to investigate the influence of environmental con-
ditions and perturbations on the dynamics and emerging
organizational complexity of an interacting population of
single-state information processing entities (automata). Our
simulations indicate that dynamically stable strongly connected
networks of mutually producing automata emerge under
specific environmental conditions associated with changes in
the degree of spatial lattice mixing and influx dynamics. The
emergence of a limited number of these information niches
suggests an underlying fitness landscape, which sculpts the
self-organizing community of interacting automata into a self-
referential system that is contingent on the interplay of internal
and external population production dynamics (figure 7). In this
perspective, the information niche represents a nexus between
four key processes: (i) the mutual production of automata and
formation of closed and stable networks, (ii) emergence of a
hierarchical interaction network structure, (iii) onset of dynamic
stability in the networks of production, and (iv) redundancy
within the population and interaction network.
Our simulations indicate that an information niche was
more robust and viable with increasing levels of redundancy,
as each automaton was produced by at least two different
and independent elementary networks, and the associated
modularity enables effective niche recovery when subjected to
extreme environmental perturbations. Among the fitness land-
scape, niches C and E are able to reconstruct when subjected to
fluctuating environmental parameters principally due to mod-
ulating the interface with the environment by coupling of the
internal production dynamics to the randomly generated
intake of new automata. Significantly, reversible niche tran-
sitions are only allowed if accompanied by an equal or
increased level of information production. In some cases, the
environmental perturbation generates additional information
that drives the niche transition, and as such acts as an exogen-
ous source of diversification of the population. Thus, taken
together our simulations show that characteristics indicative
of mutual production and redundancy confer resilience on
the dynamics and emerging organizational complexity of inter-
acting/replicating populations of simple information
processing entities.
environmental conditions,
information and material
(new automata)
information
niche
changes to
niche structure
rules of interaction and composition
frequency distribution
interaction network
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networks of production
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form
Figure 7. The information niche as a nexus: interactions between automata according to intrinsic (rules of composition and competition) and extrinsic (changes in
frequency distribution and interaction network) factors generate strongly connected networks of production that evolve to dynamically stable organizations depend-
ing on the coupling with environmental factors (spatial mixing/intake dynamics) to form an information niche. The niche serves as a nexus as it is responsive to
external factors such as changes in environmental conditions, information content and input dynamics, as well as to internal changes in structure. The circularity
generates a compositionally closed system with the niche acting in a top-down manner to influence the networks of production, thereby maintaining its own
identity and demonstrating proto-autopoietic properties.
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12
 on February 15, 2018http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from Within a more general context, our model describes a
basic mechanism for coupling environmental parameters
into a community of interacting objects that function as com-
munication channels, and therefore offers a new approach for
studying the onset of autopoiesis within both a prebiological
scenario and bottom-up synthetic biology context. We
demonstrate that the emergence of information niches
occurs without the introduction of novel forms into an
environmental fitness landscape, suggesting that commu-
nities of interacting entities such as chemically active
synthetic protocells [22,23] could become hierarchically struc-
tured and dynamically stable over time even in the absence of
evolution. Such observations provide insights into how
simple informational transitions between interacting mem-
bers of a consortium could lead to self-sustaining structured
populations comprising proto-autopoietic networks, and
could therefore initiate a bridge in the transition from inani-
mate to living matter via a collective process of protocell
self-production operatingunder non-evolutive/self-replication
conditions. Moreover, this in turn might provide a resilient
platform for the onset of evolutionary processes responsible,
for example, for the emergence of protolife entities from pre-
biotic inanimate systems. While closed systems based on
single causal state automata are incapable of simulating evol-
ution in the Darwinian sense due to the absence of novelty inthe automata types produced over successive generations, the
functional composition of two-state automata is known to
generate communication channels exhibiting entirely novel
features [16], suggesting that the environmental dependence
of such communities would provide a rich landscape for
modelling more complex aspects of autopoiesis. Simulations
based on these multi-state systems are the focus of future
work.
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